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Abstract: We introduce compact tunable spatial mode converters between the even and odd
modes of graphene parallel plate (GPP) waveguides. The converters are reciprocal and are based
on spatial modulation of graphene’s conductivity. We show that the wavelength of operation
of the mode converters can be tuned in the mid-infrared wavelength range by adjusting the
chemical potential of a strip on one of the graphene layers of the GPP waveguides. We also
introduce optical diodes for GPP waveguides based on a spatial mode converter and a coupler,
which consists of a single layer of graphene placed in the middle between the two plates of
two GPP waveguides. We find that for both the spatial mode converter and the optical diode the
device functionality is preserved in the presence of loss.
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1. Introduction

Graphene, which is a two-dimensional version of graphite, has been shown to have many
interesting electronic and optical properties [1–5]. The ability of layers of graphene to support
surface plasmon polaritons has opened a new path for researchers to manipulate light at
subwavelength scales [6–8]. Compared to conventional plasmonic materials, such as silver or
gold, surface plasmons on graphene exhibit several important features including tunability [9],
low-loss [3], and extreme mode confinement [10]. In addition, the conductivity and transport
characteristics of graphene can be tuned using either electrostatic or magnetostatic gating, or
via chemical doping [11–13]. Because of these properties, graphene is an excellent candidate
for designing novel subwavelength plasmonic devices. Various structures exploiting plasmons
on graphene have been proposed including waveguides [14,15], modulators [16], filters [17,18],
photodetectors [19], and sensors [20].

In addition, the coupling between graphene plates has been investigated [21–25], and it has
been demonstrated that coupled graphene plates, otherwise known as graphene parallel plate
(GPP) waveguides, could be employed in designing different structures such as logic gates [26],
phase shifters [27], and optical switches [28,29]. Since GPP waveguides support multiple modes
[23], it is important to develop spatial mode converters for such waveguides. The ability to
manipulate optical spatial modes in integrated photonic circuits has significant importance due
to its potential applications in mode-division multiplexing, efficient waveguide coupling, and
all-optical logic gates and diodes [30–33]. Correas-Serrano et al. recently introduced plasmonic
isolators for THz waves based on GPP waveguides. These devices are based on unidirectional
mode conversion which is achieved through the spatiotemporal modulation of graphene’s
conductivity [34]. Several different mode converters based on photonic crystal, silicon, metal-
insulator-metal, and nanowire waveguides have also been proposed, and their connection to
multiplexing and all-optical diodes have been investigated [33, 35–42]. Recently, an all-optical
modal isolator based on a multimode silicon waveguide was designed and fabricated by Feng et
al. [43]. In addition, Frandsen et al. designed and experimentally verified a topology optimized
mode converter, which converts the fundamental even mode of a dispersion engineered photonic
crystal waveguide to the higher order odd mode [44].

In this paper, we first introduce a spatial mode converter between the even and odd modes of
a GPP waveguide, based on modifying the chemical potential of a strip on one of the graphene
layers of the waveguide. We find that using a chemical potential profile that corresponds to
a piecewise approximation of a triangular envelope reduces reflection in the mode converter to
almost zero in a broad wavelength range. In addition, modifying the chemical potential of a strip
on both the upper and lower graphene plates leads to larger maximum conversion efficiency. We
show that the wavelength of operation of the mode converter can be tuned in the mid-infrared
wavelength range simply by adjusting the chemical potential of the graphene strip. We also
introduce an optical diode for GPP waveguides based on the mode converter and a coupler,
which consists of a single layer of graphene placed in the middle between the two plates of
two GPP waveguides. We find that for both the spatial mode converter and the optical diode the
device functionality is preserved in the presence of loss.
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2. Mode converter

Figure 1 shows the schematic of a typical mode converter along with its scattering matrix.
We use A and B to denote the even and odd modes, respectively, to the left of the converter.
Similarly, we use C and D to denote the even and odd modes, respectively, to the right of the
converter. The scattering matrix S of the converter relates the amplitudes of the outgoing modes
to the amplitudes of the ingoing modes [33]. Since we are interested in the power conversion
between different modes, we also define Ti j≡|Si j |2. Thus, the elements of matrix T represent
the power coupling efficiency between different modes. For an ideal converter TAD = TDA = TBC

= TCB = 1, while all other matrix elements are equal to zero. Thus, the scattering matrix of an
ideal converter is an anti-diagonal matrix with entries that are all equal to one. Due to fact that
the device is reciprocal, one only needs to specify the first two rows of matrix T to completely
determine this matrix.

Converter

A

B

C

D

(a) (b) 

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

A
B
C
D

⎤
⎥⎥⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

SAA SAB SAC SAD
SBA SBB SBC SBD
SCA SCB SCC SCD
SDA SDB SDC SDD

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

A
B
C
D

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

Fig. 1. (a) The schematic of a typical mode converter. We use the letters A, B, C, and D
to denote different modes. The blue and red arrows correspond to input and output in each
mode, respectively. (b) The scattering matrix S of the converter relates the amplitudes of
the outgoing modes (denoted in red) to the amplitudes of the ingoing modes (denoted in
blue).

We first briefly review the material properties of graphene. Based on the Kubo formula the
surface conductivity of graphene in the absence of magnetic field can be written as follows [45]

σ(ω, μc , τ,T ) = σintra + σinter , (1)

where

σintra =
τe2kBT

π�2( jωτ + 1)

{
μc

kBT
+ 2ln

[
exp
(
− μc

kBT

)
+ 1
]}
, (2)

and

σinter =
− je2

4π�
ln
[2|μc | − �(ω − jτ−1)

2|μc | + �(ω − jτ−1)

]
. (3)

The first and second terms in Eq. (1) are associated with intraband and interband contributions,
respectively. The parameters μc ,ω, τ, kB , �, T , −e are the chemical potential, angular frequency,
phenomenological carrier relaxation time, Boltzmann constant, reduced Planck constant, tem-
perature, and electron charge, respectively. For the frequency range of interest in this paper we
have �ω � kBT so that σintra � σinter. The dependence of the carrier density of undoped
graphene ns on the external voltage Vg is given by [45]

ns =
Vgε0ε r

ed
, (4)

where ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space, ε r is the relative dielectric permittivity
of the intermediate layer (the layer between graphene and the electrode where the voltage Vg
is applied), and d is the thickness of the intermediate layer. The chemical potential can be
calculated via [45]
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ns =
2

π�2v2
f

∫ ∞

0
ε[ fd (ε ) − fd (ε + 2μc )]dε . (5)

The function fd (ε ) = [1 + exp( ε−μc

kBT
)]−1 is the Fermi function, and v f is the Fermi velocity.

Thus, based on Eqs. (4) and (5), the chemical potential of graphene can be easily adjusted by
applying an external voltage. The negative imaginary part of σ in the infrared wavelength range,
enables graphene to support surface plasmons.

The dispersion relation of the TM modes supported by a single-layer graphene sheet is given
by [6]

ε r1

k1
+
ε r2

k2
= j
σ

ωε0
, (6)

where

ki =
√
β2 − k2

0ε ri , (7)

ε r1 and ε r2 are the relative dielectric permittivities of the media surrounding the graphene layer,
k0 = ω / c is the free space wavenumber, and β is the propagation constant of the single-layer
graphene.

In this paper, all graphene sheets are modeled via a two-dimensional surface boundary
condition with surface conductivity σ = σintra using the two-dimensional finite-difference time-
domain (2D-FDTD) method [46, 47]. We use our in-house FDTD code with perfectly matched
layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions at all boundaries of the simulation domain [47].
The typical dimensions of the simulation domain that we use for the proposed mode converters
are 2 μm in the x direction, and 1 μm in the z direction (Fig. 2). We use a spatial grid size of 2
nm in FDTD which we found to be sufficient for the convergence of numerical results.

GPP waveguides consist of two layers of graphene that are brought close together. Due
to the proximity of the two layers, their modes couple. GPP waveguides therefore support a
symmetric (even) and an anti-symmetric (odd) mode [23]. Here we propose a structure based
on GPP waveguides that operates as a mode converter between the even and odd modes of GPP
waveguides. The principle of the device operation is based on the fact that the odd and even
modes can be thought of as in-phase and π out-of-phase interactions, respectively, between
the surface plasmons propagating on the upper and lower graphene layers. Assuming that the
coupling between the two layers is weak, to convert one mode into the other, one needs to create
an odd multiple of π phase shift between them. To achieve the required phase shift, we modify
the chemical potential μc on a strip on one of the graphene layers by applying an external
voltage or by chemically doping it. The schematic of the converter is shown in Fig. 2. The strip
with the different chemical potential is shown in red. If the coupling between the two graphene
layers is weak, the structure can be treated as two weakly coupled single-layer waveguides and
the condition for the required phase shift can be approximated as

βsL − βgL = (2m − 1)π, (8)

where βs and βg are the propagation constants of surface plasmons propagating on single-
layer graphene waveguides with chemical potential μcs and μcg , respectively, which can be
calculated using Eqs. (6) and (7). L is the length of the strip, and m is an integer number.
Therefore, for a given μcg , by appropriate choices of μcs and L one can obtain the phase shift
required for the conversion process.

To simplify the design procedure, we first assume that the graphene layers are lossless (τ →
∞). The effect of loss will be considered later. We also assume that all graphene layers are
suspended in air and that the temperature is T = 300 K.
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x y

z

Fig. 2. Schematic of a spatial mode converter consisting of two parallel layers of graphene
with chemical potential μcg , and a strip of length L with chemical potential μcs , shown in
red.

Figure 3(a) shows the profile of the chemical potential of the upper graphene layer. For such
a profile Fig. 3(b) shows the transmission spectra from mode A to modes C and D, as well as
the reflection spectra to modes A and B calculated with FDTD. Even though we only show
here the conversion efficiency from mode A to mode D, the other three conversion processes
(D to A, B to C, and C to B) have identical spectra due to reciprocity and the symmetry of
the structure [33]. We observe that for the given structure parameters, the calculated conversion
efficiency from mode A to mode D is maximized at λ = 10.35 μm. In addition, the condition for
the required phase shift for maximum conversion efficiency [Eq. (8)] with m=1 is satisfied for λ
= 10.25 μm, which is in good agreement with the numerical simulation result. We also observe
that, due to the abrupt change in the chemical potential on the upper plate, the conversion from
mode A to mode D at the optimum wavelength λ = 10.35 μm is not complete.

One of the methods to reduce the reflection in such a structure is to modify the chemical
potential profile of the strip [27]. Here, we use a chemical potential profile that corresponds to a
piecewise approximation of a triangular envelope as shown in Fig. 4(a) with minimum potential
of μcm . Modifying the chemical potential profile of the strip reduces the reflection coefficients
of the mode converter to almost zero in a broad wavelength range [Fig. 4(b)]. The profile of
Hz shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b), corresponds to mode conversion with ∼99% efficiency at
a wavelength of λ = 10.1 μm. In addition, the conversion efficiency is more than 90% in a
wavelength range extending from λ1 = 9.3 μm to λ2 = 11.2 μm.

The condition for the optimum mode conversion for the structure with modified chemical
potential profile can be approximated as

N∑
i=1

βidi − βgL = (2m − 1)π, (9)

where di is the length of the ith segment of the strip with corresponding chemical potential μci ,
N is the number of segments, and L =

∑N
i=1 di is the total length of the strip. In addition, βi is

the propagation constant of the surface plasmon mode propagating on a single-layer graphene
waveguide with chemical potential μci , which can be calculated using Eqs. (6) and (7). For
the profile shown in Fig. 4(a), di = 50 nm for i � 4, and d4 = 100 nm. Using Eq. (9), the
wavelength which corresponds to maximum conversion efficiency is calculated to be λopt =

10.24 μm, which is in good agreement with the optimum wavelength obtained from the FDTD
numerical simulations (λ = 10.1 μm).

The wavelength of operation of the mode converter can be tuned by adjusting the chemical
potential of the graphene strip. Figure 5(a) shows the conversion efficiency for different values
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λ (μm)

Fig. 3. (a) Profile of the chemical potential of the upper graphene layer in the spatial mode
converter shown in Fig. 2. (b) Transmission spectra from mode A to modes C and D, and
reflection spectra to modes A and B calculated with FDTD for the mode converter shown
in Fig. 2 with chemical potential profile as in Fig. 3(a), and μcg = 0.3 eV, μcs = 0.205 eV,
h = 150 nm, L = 400 nm. The graphene layers are assumed to be lossless.

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

A
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C
D

⎤
⎥⎥⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

SAA SAB SAC SAD
SBA SBB SBC SBD
SCA SCB SCC SCD
SDA SDB SDC SDD

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

A
B
C
D

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

TAD
TAC
TAB
TAA

Fig. 4. (a) Chemical potential profile of the graphene strip in the spatial mode converter
shown in Fig. 2. The profile corresponds to a piecewise approximation with a step size of
50 nm of a triangular envelope with minimum potential of μcm . (b) Transmission spectra
from mode A to modes C and D, and reflection spectra to modes A and B calculated with
FDTD for the mode converter shown in Fig. 2 with chemical potential profile as in Fig. 4(a),
and μcm = 0.127 eV. All other parameters are as in Fig. 3(b). The magnetic field profile at
λ = 10.1 μm shown in the inset demonstrates the complete conversion of the even mode A
incident from the left into the odd mode D propagating to the right, and vice versa.

of the minimum potential μcm of the triangular envelope [Fig. 4(a)]. The profile applied here
is as in Fig. 4(a). We observe that the wavelength which corresponds to maximum conversion
efficiency can be tuned simply by adjusting the minimum value μcm of the applied profile
of the chemical potential. As mentioned above, the chemical potential of graphene can in
turn be adjusted through the external applied voltage. We observe that, as μcm decreases, the
wavelength of maximum conversion efficiency λopt increases [Fig. 5(a)]. As before, we use
Eq. (9) to calculate the wavelength which corresponds to maximum conversion efficiency λopt

as a function of μcm , and find that it is in good agreement with the optimum wavelength
obtained from the FDTD numerical simulations [Fig. 5(b)]. In the Appendix we also derive
a relationship between the wavelength corresponding to maximum conversion efficiency λopt

and the minimum potential μcm . We found that this relationship gives results indistinguishable
from those obtained using Eq. (9).
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μcm = 0.145 eV
μcm = 0.115 eV

μcm = 0.08 eV

FDTD

Analytical

Fig. 5. (a) Conversion efficiency spectra calculated with FDTD for the mode converter
shown in Fig. 2 with chemical potential profile as in Fig. 4(a) for different values of the
minimum potential μcm of the triangular envelope. Results are shown for μcm = 0.145
eV, μcm = 0.115 eV, and μcm = 0.08 eV. All other parameters are as in Fig. 3(b). (b)
The wavelength which corresponds to maximum conversion efficiency λopt as a function
of μcm calculated using Eq. (9) (blue line), and FDTD (red line). All other parameters are
as in Fig. 5(a).

We also observe that the maximum conversion efficiency slightly decreases, as μcm decreases
[Fig. 5(a)]. The decrease in the maximum conversion efficiency is due to stronger coupling
between the graphene plates. Several factors could lead to increased coupling between the sheets
including increasing the wavelength, decreasing the distance between the plates, and increasing
the chemical potential of the plates [23]. Under the strong coupling condition, the system can
no longer be treated as two weakly coupled single-layer waveguides. To overcome this issue,
we modify the chemical potential of a strip on both the upper and lower graphene plates [Fig.
6(a)]. As the chemical potential of the lower plate is reduced, the coupling between the modes
supported by the two plates decreases. The condition for the optimum mode conversion for the
structure with strips with modified chemical potential on both the upper and lower graphene
plates [Fig. 6(a)], assuming similar profiles on both plates, can be approximated as

N∑
i=1

(βui − βdi )di = (2m − 1)π, (10)

where di is the length of the ith segment of the strips with corresponding chemical potentials
μcui and μcdi for the upper and lower plates, respectively. In addition, βui (βdi ) is the
propagation constant of the surface plasmon mode propagating on a single-layer graphene
waveguide with chemical potential μcui (μcdi ), which can be calculated using Eqs. (6) and
(7). In order to compare the performance of the double strip converter with the single strip
converter, the chemical potential profile parameters are chosen so that the wavelength which
corresponds to maximum conversion efficiency λopt is the same in both cases. The minimum
potential for the single strip converter is set to be μcm = 0.08 eV. For the double strip case the
minimum potentials of the upper and lower strips are set to be μcmu = 0.05 eV and μcmd =

0.19 eV, respectively. The strip length is L = 400 nm and the plate separation is h = 150 nm
in both cases. We observe that the double strip converter achieves larger maximum conversion
efficiency compared to the single strip converter [Fig. 6(b)]. Thus, in the case of strong coupling
between the graphene plates, which limits the maximum conversion efficiency, the double strip
converter can be used to increase the efficiency.

As mentioned above, increasing the chemical potential of the graphene plates or decreasing
the distance between the plates leads to stronger coupling between them, and therefore de-
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of the double strip spatial mode converter. It consists of two parallel
layers of graphene with strips with modified chemical potential on both the upper and
lower graphene plates, shown in red and blue, respectively. (b) Conversion efficiency
spectra calculated with FDTD for the single strip (Fig. 2) and double strip [Fig. 6(a)] mode
converters with chemical potential profile as in Fig. 4(a). The minimum potential for the
single strip converter is set to be μcm = 0.08 eV. For the double strip case the minimum
potentials of the upper and lower strips are set to be μcmu = 0.05 eV and μcmd = 0.19
eV, respectively. The strip length is L = 400 nm and the plate separation is h = 150 nm in
both cases. All other parameters are as in Fig. 3(b). (c) Same as in (b), except that L = 500
nm, μcg = 0.5 eV, the minimum potential for the single strip converter is set to be μcm =
0.16 eV, and for the double strip case the minimum potentials of the upper and lower strips
are set to be μcmu = 0.1 eV and μcmd = 0.3 eV, respectively. (d) Same as in (b), except
that L = 500 nm, h = 100 nm, the minimum potential for the single strip converter is set to
be μcm = 0.15 eV, and for the double strip case the minimum potentials of the upper and
lower strips are set to be μcmu = 0.05 eV and μcmd = 0.098 eV, respectively.

creased maximum conversion efficiency. We now consider a structure with increased chemical
potential of μcg = 0.5 eV. The parameters of the mode converter are adjusted in such a way
that the wavelength of maximum conversion efficiency is λopt = 10 μm. When the single strip
converter is used, the maximum conversion efficiency for μcg = 0.5 eV [Fig. 6(c)] is reduced
compared to the one for μcg = 0.3 eV [Fig. 6(b)], due to the stronger coupling between the
graphene plates. As before, to overcome this issue we use the double strip converter with its
parameters adjusted so that the wavelength of maximum conversion efficiency λopt is the same
as the one of the single strip converter. Once again, we observe that the double strip converter
achieves larger maximum conversion efficiency compared to the single strip converter [Fig.
6(c)].

We also consider a structure with decreased distance between the graphene plates of h = 100
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Fig. 7. (a) Conversion efficiency spectra calculated with FDTD for the mode converter
shown in Fig. 2 with chemical potential profile as in Fig. 4(a) for different values of the
minimum potential μcm of the triangular envelope, when the effect of material loss in
graphene is included. All other parameters are as in Fig. 5(a). (b) Magnetic field profiles
for the converters with μcm = 0.145 eV (top figure), μcm = 0.115 eV (middle figure), and
μcm = 0.08 eV (bottom figure). In each case the profile is shown at the wavelength which
corresponds to maximum conversion efficiency λopt.

nm. As before, we compare the performance of single strip and double strip converters, when
their parameters are adjusted so that the wavelength of maximum conversion efficiency λopt

is the same in both cases. When the single strip converter is used, the maximum conversion
efficiency for h = 100 nm [Fig. 6(d)] is significantly reduced compared to the one for h = 150
nm [Fig. 6(b)], due to the stronger coupling between the graphene plates. However, use of the
double strip converter for h = 100 nm leads to greatly enhanced maximum conversion efficiency
[Fig. 6(d)], which approaches the one for h = 150 nm [Fig. 6(b)].

Finally, the effect of the loss on the structure is investigated by setting the phenomenological
carrier relaxation time τ [Eqs. (1)-(3)] to be τ = μμc/(ev2

f
), where μ = 104 cm2V−1s−1 is

the carrier mobility, and v f = 106 ms−1 is the Fermi velocity [6]. The lossless case results
[Fig. 5(a)] can be compared to the lossy case results shown in Fig. 7(a). When the effect of
loss is included, there is absorption in the mode converter, which causes the transmission and
consequently the conversion efficiency to decrease. It should be noted that the reduction of the
conversion efficiency from mode A to mode D is solely due to absorption. We found that the
maxima of the transmission spectra from mode A to mode C, and of the reflection spectra from
mode A to modes A and B are less than 1%. The Hz profiles shown in Fig. 7(b) demonstrate
that, even in the presence of loss, mode A, which is even, is converted to mode D, which is odd,
with negligible transmission to mode C and reflection to modes A and B.

3. Optical diode

An ideal optical diode is a device which allows the complete transmission of one mode in one
direction, while entirely reflects all other modes entering the device from the same direction. If
the same mode is sent from the other direction, it is completely reflected [33]. Figure 8 shows
the schematic of the proposed optical diode. The device includes a mode converter as the one
analyzed in the previous section (shown in red color), and a coupler, which consists of a single
layer of graphene placed in the middle between the two plates of two GPP waveguides. This
structure is an ideal optical diode if mode A from the left (Fig. 1) is completely transmitted to
mode D on the right, while mode B from the left is completely reflected into the same mode
B on the left. In addition, mode D from the right is completely transmitted to mode A on the
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Fig. 8. Schematic of an optical diode consisting of two GPP waveguides, which includes
a mode converter on the left GPP waveguide (shown in red color), and a coupler, which
consists of a single layer of graphene placed in the middle between the two plates of the
two GPP waveguides.

left, while mode C from the right is completely reflected into the same mode C on the right [33].
Similar to the analysis of the mode converter, we first assume that all graphene layers are lossless
(τ → ∞), while the effect of loss is considered later. We emphasize that the proposed optical
diode is a fully reciprocal device [33].

The coupling between the GPP waveguides and the middle single graphene layer enables
the transmission of light from one side of the structure to the other. The single graphene
layer supports an antisymmetric (odd) mode. As mentioned above, GPP waveguides support
a symmetric (even) and an anti-symmetric (odd) mode. Thus, if the even mode of the GPP
waveguide is incident on the coupler, the coupling between the GPP waveguide and the single
graphene layer is zero, due to the complete field profile mismatch. In contrast, there is strong
coupling, if the odd mode of the GPP waveguide is incident on the coupler. This different
coupling behavior along with the existence of the mode converter only on side of the device
enable it to perform as an optical diode. When the even mode of the GPP waveguide is incident
from the left, it is converted into the odd mode of the GPP waveguide through the mode
converter. The odd mode of the GPP waveguide on the left is in turn strongly coupled to the
mode of the single graphene layer, which then couples to the odd mode of the GPP waveguide
on the right. On the other hand, when the odd mode of the GPP waveguide is incident from
the left, it is converted into the even mode of the GPP waveguide through the mode converter.
However, as mentioned above, the even mode of the GPP waveguide on the left cannot couple to
the mode of the single graphene layer, and is therefore reflected. Since the right GPP waveguide
does not include a mode converter, when the even (odd) mode of the GPP waveguide is incident
from the right, it will be reflected (transmitted). The distance between the mode converter on
the left GPP waveguide and the coupler L f (Fig. 8) should be large enough, so that the mode
on the output of the converter is fully formed. On the other hand, increasing the size of the
device results in increased insertion loss. The length of the coupler Lc (Fig. 8) has to be chosen
so that the coupling, when the odd mode of the GPP waveguide is incident on the coupler, is
maximized at the wavelength λopt which corresponds to maximum conversion efficiency of the
mode converter.

The coupler length Lc which leads to maximum coupling can be estimated as Lc =

π/(2| βeven − βodd |) [28], where βeven and βodd are the propagation constants of the even and
odd modes of the GPP waveguide with width h/2 equal to the distance between the plates of the
GPP waveguides of the diode and the middle single graphene layer (Fig. 8). Using this equation,
we obtain Lc = 173 nm which results in transmission of the coupler calculated with FDTD of
∼0.99 at λopt = 9.85 μm. However, in our design we use Lc = 130 nm, since we found that such
a coupler length leads to transmission of the coupler of more than 0.93 in a broad wavelength
range extending from λ1 = 9.4 μm to λ2 = 13.4 μm. Using a smaller Lc also decreases the
insertion loss. Finally, the distance Ls between the two GPP waveguides of the optical diode
(Fig. 8) should be large enough, so that the direct coupling between the modes of the two GPP
waveguides is negligible. We note that, if L f , Lc , and Ls are properly chosen as described
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Fig. 9. (a) Transmission spectra from mode A to mode D, and reflection spectra from mode
B to mode B and from mode C to mode C calculated with FDTD for the optical diode
shown in Fig. 8 with L = 400 nm, L f = 200 nm, Lc = 130 nm, Ls = 400 nm, and h =
150 nm. The mode converter of the diode has a chemical potential profile as in Fig. 4(a)
with μcm = 0.135 eV. The graphene layers are assumed to be lossless. (b) Same as in (a),
except that the effect of material loss in graphene is included. (c) Magnetic field profiles
for the optical diode of Fig. 8 for even and odd modes entering from the left and right
directions. The red and black arrows indicate the direction of incidence of the even and
odd modes, respectively. The profiles are shown at the wavelength which corresponds to
maximum conversion efficiency λopt = 9.85 μm. The graphene layers are assumed to be
lossless. All other parameters are as in Fig. 9(a). (d) Same as in (c), except that the effect of
material loss in graphene is included. When the even mode enters the device from the right,
it is reflected, whereas, when it enters the device from the left, it is transmitted. In contrast,
the odd mode is transmitted, when it enters the device from the right, and reflected, when
it enters the device from the left. This functionality is preserved in the presence of loss.

above, the performance of the optical diode is mainly limited by the mode converter.
The profile for the chemical potential of the mode converter in the optical diode is as the one

in Fig. 4(a) with μcm = 0.135 eV. Figure 9(a) shows the transmission spectra for the lossless
case from mode A to mode D, as well as the reflection spectra from mode B to mode B and
from mode C to mode C calculated with FDTD. Even though the transmission from mode D to
mode A is not shown, we note that it has identical spectra with the transmission from mode A
to mode D due to reciprocity [33]. We observe that for the lossless case all coefficients (A to
D, B to B, and C to C) are close to 1 at the wavelength at which the diode was designed (λopt

= 9.85 μm). Figure 9(b) shows the same spectra when the effect of loss is included. When loss
is included, there is absorption in the optical diode, which causes the transmission from mode
A to mode D to decrease. However, we found that, despite the loss, the structure still acts as
an optical diode at the design wavelength λopt, in the sense that even mode A from the left is
only transmitted to odd mode D on the right, while even mode C from the right is only reflected
into the same mode C on the right. All other reflection and crosstalk coefficients (A to A, A to
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B, A to C, C to A, C to B, C to D) are below -23 dB. Similarly, odd mode D from the right is
only transmitted to even mode A on the left, while odd mode B from the left is only reflected
into the same mode B on the left. Similar to the even mode case, in the odd mode case all other
reflection and crosstalk coefficients (D to B, D to C, D to D, B to A, B to C, B to D) are below
-22 dB.

The Hz profiles at λopt = 9.85 μm for the lossless and lossy cases are shown in Figs. 9(c)
and 9(d), respectively. We observe that, when the even mode enters the device from the left, it
is transmitted, whereas, when it enters the device from the right, it is reflected. In contrast, the
odd mode is transmitted, when it enters the device from the right, and reflected, when it enters
the device from the left. This functionality is preserved in the presence of loss [Figs. 9(c) and
9(d)].

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we first introduced a structure that operates as a mode converter between the
even and odd modes of GPP waveguides. The converter is reciprocal and is based on spatial
modulation of graphene’s conductivity. Assuming that the coupling between the two graphene
layers of the waveguide is weak, to convert one mode into the other, one needs to create an odd
multiple of π phase shift between them. To achieve the required phase shift, we modified the
chemical potential on a strip on one of the graphene layers. We first assumed that all graphene
layers are lossless. We found that, if the change in the chemical potential on the upper plate
is abrupt, the conversion from the even mode on the left to the odd mode on the right at the
optimum wavelength is not complete.

To reduce the reflection in such a structure, we used a chemical potential profile that
corresponds to a piecewise approximation of a triangular envelope, and found that modifying
the chemical potential profile reduces the reflection coefficients of the mode converter to almost
zero in a broad wavelength range. In addition, the wavelength of operation of the mode converter
can be tuned simply by adjusting the chemical potential of the graphene strip. We also found that
the maximum conversion efficiency decreases, when the coupling between the graphene plates
becomes stronger. To overcome this issue, we modified the chemical potential of a strip on both
the upper and lower graphene plates and found that the double strip converter achieves larger
maximum conversion efficiency compared to the single strip converter. When the effect of loss
is included, there is absorption in the mode converter, which causes the conversion efficiency
to decrease. We found, however, that the functionality of the mode converter is preserved in the
presence of loss.

We then introduced an optical diode for GPP waveguides based on a mode converter, and a
coupler, which consists of a single layer of graphene placed in the middle between the two plates
of two GPP waveguides. As before, we first assumed that all graphene layers are lossless. We
found that the existence of the mode converter only on side of the device enables it to perform as
an optical diode. When the even mode enters the device from the left, it is transmitted, whereas,
when it enters the device from the right, it is reflected. In contrast, the odd mode is transmitted,
when it enters the device from the right, and reflected, when it enters the device from the left.
When loss is included, there is absorption in the optical diode, which causes the transmission
from the even mode on the left to the odd mode on the right to decrease. We found, however,
that the device functionality is preserved in the presence of loss.

As final remarks, we note that the proposed devices are based on two-dimensional (2D) GPP
waveguides. The corresponding three-dimensional (3D) waveguides, consisting of graphene
sheets with finite width, are graphene nanoribbon parallel plate (GNPP) waveguides [48]. Due to
the similarity between the symmetric and antisymmetric modes of 3D GNPP waveguides [48],
and the even and odd modes of 2D GPP waveguides, we expect that the proposed device
designs can also be realized by 3D GNPP waveguides. Fabrication of graphene nanoribbons,
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which will be required for the realization of such 3D structures, has been reported by various
groups [49–52].

Appendix

Since all graphene layers are suspended in air, we have

ε r1 = ε r2 = 1, (11)

k1 = k2 = k =
√
β2 − k2

0 . (12)

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) in Eq. (6) we obtain

β = k0

√
1 − (

2
η0σ

)2 , (13)

where η0 =
√

μ0
ε0

is the free space impedance. The surface conductivity of a lossless graphene

sheet can be written as follows

σ = σintra =
e2kBT

π�2 jω

{
μc

kBT
+ 2ln

[
exp
(
− μc

kBT

)
+ 1
]}
. (14)

At room temperature (T = 300 K), kBT � 26 meV and, since the applied chemical potentials in

this paper are larger than 100 meV, we have 2ln
[
exp
(
− μc

kBT

)
+ 1
]
� μc

kBT
. Consequently, we

obtain

σ �
− je2μc

π�2ω
. (15)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (13) we obtain

β = k0

√
1 + (

2π�2ω

η0e2μc
)2. (16)

For the range of wavelengths considered in this paper we have ( 2π�2ω
η0e2μc

)2 � 1. Therefore, Eq.
(16) can be simplified as follows

β = k0(
2π�2ω

η0e2μc
) =

2πh2

μ0e2

1

μcλ2
. (17)

Using Eq. (17), the propagation constants for the ith segment of the upper and lower plates are

βui =
2πh2

μ0e2

1

μcuiλ2
, (18)

βdi =
2πh2

μ0e2

1

μcdiλ2
, (19)

where μcui and μcdi are the chemical potentials of the ith segment of the upper and lower
plates, respectively. Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (10), the wavelength of maximum
conversion efficiency λopt can be calculated as follows

λopt =

√√√
2h2

(2m − 1)μ0e2

[ N∑
i=1

di (
1
μcui

− 1
μcdi

)
]
. (20)
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The values of μcui , and μcdi depend on the the minimum potentials μcmu , and μcmd of
the corresponding triangular envelopes [Fig. 4(a)]. We verified that Eq. (20) gives results
indistinguishable from those obtained using Eq. (9).
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